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Chapter V 

Conclusion and Suggestion 

 

This chapter is present the conclusion and suggestion of the The analysis 

of the main character in Sandra  Browns” Mirror Image” Novel . 

 

Conclusion 

 Based on the above results, it can be concluded as follows. 

 Id character that desire Avery Daniels looked is personality who 

confidently and firmly in the establishment but sometimes Daniels was very 

emotional and felt chaotic and always patient with a way of life which he is not 

breathing fair. Id Daniel only when he has been identified to be someone else that 

reveals the planning of murder and wanted to reveal the true identity to the Tate 

Rutelge family. Then Daniels hopes to be accepted any plea apology for having 

pretended to live with the family of Tate and Mandy along with his extended 

family that has been pretending to be Carol Rutelge. His desire is shown in the 

happiness that is felt when all the family TateS know his identity and can accept it 

by explaining what the intent and purpose of pretense pretending be carol Rutelge. 

Another happiness felt by Daniels because of Tate is a man who is very 

responsible for ancestry or country. 

 Ego Avery Daniels looked at the crying, anxiety, suffering, struggle and 

patience Danils to remain the wife of Tate Rutelge full life-threatening. 

 Super ego that consideration Avery  Daniels to accept the fact that life is 
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not fair on him so Daniels had to leave everything friends, careers because of an 

error that ere identification on him. So that makes Daniels feel life is so cruel and 

should live her life as Carol rutelge, women who are so selfish that is full of life 

issues with the family Tate Rutelge. Carole's Rutelge life is very much different 

from the life that is in fact Daniels is a good person while Carol Rutelge very 

selfish and very evil never loved member family especially her husband and her 

son. With mistakes that have been made so that they incorrectly identified the 

officer makes Avery Danieals have to be careful in carrying out their daily lives 

always thinking based on conscience, be careful in the act, as well as Daniels 

patience in facing his new life so that his wishes will be achieved namely his 

desire to reveal his identity when planning the murder of Tate Rutelge will be 

revealed. 

 Based on the analysis of the id, ego, and super ego that appears on Daniels 

personality it can be concluded that Danils has a personality very firm on the 

establishment, patient, loving, caring, quiet, being based on conscience, consider 

everything before being implemented, prefers salvation one's soul than the wealth 

or position or career, and being able to control their emotions, and be patient or 

handed over all its destiny to the Creator. 

Suggestion 

 Based on the result of the research, three are some suggestion for the next 

research who are interesting in doing similer research. This research will givw 

contribution to comphered analysis character in novel particulary using 

psychological approach. This research offers these suggestions for the community 
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of english department, particulary for students and lectures, either from 

methodology and praclice. 

 From methodology development this research present analysis 

psychologycal aspect which protray on the character in a novel, which is focused 

on the three major components of psychologycal based on sigmund freuds theory. 

It is also bossible for students of english department to conduct further studies by 

analyzing character or other intirinsic and extrincisnunsure. This research also 

might be used as cinparison when further research regnier conducting a research 

in same topic. 

 Froem practiced development the  psychologycal analysis of character in a 

literary wrok might be used in one of the discussion on of psychologycal in 

literary criticism subject. In this case, it will be morw focused on the roles and the 

movement of student. As well as using novel as using novel as the object of 

analysis could be appealing student interest in studying literature particulary 

conduct a research in literary. Because of novel has an interesting feature has 

supported by sounds, setting, character as well as plot and the visualization of the 

story. 

  

 

 


